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1 Introduction
Church of Christ, Commercial Road, wishes to ensure staff and volunteers are not exposed to

unnecessary risk if working alone.  These guidelines apply when working alone at the Church
premises on Commercial Road, or when making home visits to Church Members or members
of the public or attending other meetings/activities away from the Church building related to
your job.

This Lone Worker Policy outlines the actions being taken by Church of Christ, Commercial Road in
relation to our staff, volunteers and visitors who may at any time work alone on church
activity, together with the actions we expect such workers to take themselves to minimise
risks.

2 Authorisation
This policy was last updated and authorised by the Church Trustees on 30 April 2020 and will be

reviewed at least annually by the Church Trustees. It forms one part of our wider Church
Health and Safety Policy available separately.

3 Scope
The purpose of this lone worker policy is to ensure all staff and volunteers are aware of the
specific risks in working alone and to set out the respective responsibilities of  Church
Trustees and staff/volunteers to minimise such risks. The Trustees commit to carrying out
their responsibilities in a thorough and disciplined way.   It is a condition of staff/volunteers
to abide by this policy and that failure to do so can result in disciplinary proceedings

4 Lone working at the Church Building, Commercial Road
While on many occasions there is more than one person in the building, there are
times where one person is on their own or is the only person in a part of the building.

Examples include:
● The Church minister, youth leader or Sunday School teacher or a person of the

congregation being present on their own in the building, or in part of the building.
● The Church cleaner being in the building on their own after normal working hours.
● A ministry leader, volunteer or staff member being in the building early for a

meeting, or staying late after a meeting in order to clear up.

5 Responsibilities of the Church Trustees
The Church Trustees will:

5.1 Identify risks are reasonably foreseeable through a Risk Assessment and will take
action to review and respond to mitigate these risks

5.2 Ensure that insurance cover is in place and adequate for the running of the Church of
Christ.

5.3 Ensure that reasonable security measures are in place to protect the church’s
workers & volunteers.

5.4 Insist that staff & volunteers follow the guidelines laid down on safe solo working.



6 Responsibilities of Church workers (staff and volunteers)

When working alone you should ensure that:

6.1 Security
6.1.1 You comply with the Church of Christ, Commercial Road Security policy

6.1.2 You have let Cliff or a trustee know that you are working in the building

6.1.3 If you are on your own in the building but waiting for others to arrive, stay in
the main part of the building.  Should you need to go to the back of the
church or use the toilet, lock the front door and remove the key from the
lock.  When you have returned to the main part of the building, unlock the
door again.

6.1.4 If you are on your own in the building and not expecting anyone else, lock
the door from the inside and remove the key from the lock.  This allows
other keyholders to gain access to the building. NOTE – Never lock the door
from the inside and leave keys in the lock – this prevents anyone else from
entering the building with a key.

6.1.5 If you are on your own in the building and someone knocks on the door,
allow them entry ONLY if they are known to you.  If they are not known to
you, do NOT open the door to them.  If you are uncomfortable being alone in
the building with any person you should not let them in.

6.1.6 If an intruder does manage to gain entry to the building ask them to leave
immediately.  Try to remain between the intruder and the door so you can
escape should you need to do so.

6.1.7 Call the police in the event of an intruder being in the building or if anything
happens that you do not feel able to deal with alone

6.1.8 There is no phone on the premises so please carry a mobile phone with you
when working alone in the building so you can call for help if needed

6.2 Safety
6.2.1 You comply with the Church of Christ, Commercial Road Health and Safety

policy.

6.2.2 You do not undertake any work at heights on your own.  (Stay off ladders)

6.2.3 You will avoid placing yourself in unnecessarily dangerous situations

7 Visiting people and places who are known to you
If working alone away from the Church Building on Commercial Road you should consider if your visit

might present a risk to you.  Most working away from the Church Building including home
visits are likely to be ‘low risk’ as most of the people and places staff and volunteers visit are
likely to be known to the Church.  However this is not always the case.

Examples include:
A pastor or volunteer visiting people in their homes
A youth or children’s worker being with groups of children or young people in a school.
A pastor working alone from home
A volunteer taking cash and cheques to the bank
Staff and volunteers travelling on their own in the course of their work



7.1 It is good practice to tell a trustee or family member before you go out on a visit.
You should always aim to let a Trustee or family member know the following:

7.1.1 Where you are going
7.1.2 The nature and location of the meeting or activity
7.1.3 Your estimated time of return to the office or home

7.2 It is also good practice to:
7.2.1 Make a note in your diary of who and where you are visiting
7.2.2 If your plan changes you should contact a colleague or family member

to let them know what is happening and that you are safe.
7.2.3 Make sure that you have a mobile phone with you.

8. Visiting people and places that are not known to you and may present a risk
If you have any concerns for your safety then it is advisable to get a colleague or family member to

come with you.  If this is not possible, it is important that a colleague or family
member knows your whereabouts, where you are meeting the person, how long you
expect to be and when you expect to return.

You should also:-
8.1 Keep your mobile phone on during the meeting so that you can use it quickly

in an emergency.
8.2 Familiarise yourself with the quickest means of exit should you need to.

8.3 Where possible ensure that your meetings are conducted in a public place, eg a café,
this is especially true when meeting members of the opposite sex.  You should never
meet a stranger or unknown person in a private home on your own, always take
someone else with you, or meet the individual in a public place.

9. Emergency contacts
If there is an intruder or you are threatened dial 999, give the address of the Church:

Church of Christ, Commercial Road, Tunbridge Wells, TN1 2RR

Some key holders are as follows, contact them if needed:

Contact Home Phone number Mobile number
Jonathan Daniell 07583 337327
17 Commercial Road TN1 2RZ
Ann Mason 07778 286032
158 Broadmead  TN2 5NN
Julie Molyneux 07985 368262
62 Norman Road  TN1 2RP
Cliff Allen 07980 389525
36 Beulah Road TN1 2NR


